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Agenda for the 98th Annual General Meeting
Venue: Zoom Webinar:
https://sanlam.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_669ZBA_uQMymQyR219vT4w

Date & Time: 08 February 2022, 09h30
1. Welcome
2. Apologies received
3. Approval and Signing of the Minutes of the 97th Annual General Meeting
4. 2021 Annual Report
5. Financial Statements
6. Election of 2022 Auditors
7. Acknowledgement of Nominations for Council Members
8. Voting for Council Members
9. Announcement of Voting Results
10. Other Business
11. Closing
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MINUTES OF THE 97h ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
HELD ONLINE
AT 09H30 ON 09 February 2021

PRESENT:

MR DARRYL GRATER (PRESIDENT)

AND 276 MEMBERS, INCLUDING MEMBERS OF THE COUNCIL

APOLOGIES:

0 APOLOGIES WERE FORMALLY NOTED:

Darryl welcomed all attendees and past presidents to the IIG's 97th Annual General Meeting
(AGM).
He thanked Discovery for the use of their platform and gave thanks to the past presidents.
Darryl confirmed that the constitution requires a minimum of 10 members present to attain a
quorum. With 276 members present, a quorum had been achieved and the meeting proceeded
in accordance with the Agenda.
Reminder that only members of the IIG are eligible to vote. Either as an individual or as a
corporate member.

MINUTES OF THE 96th ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING TO BE CONFIRMED AND SIGNED

The minutes of the 96th Annual General Meeting held on the 04h of February 2020 (which were
distributed as part of the AGM documentation on the 20th of January 2020) were taken as read,
confirmed, and signed. Proposed by Carla Jordan - Emerald and seconded by Tshepiso Chocho
– Sasria.
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2021 ANNUAL REPORT
Darryl Grater proceeded to read through his Annual Report.
President’s report

“We all know 2020 was quite a remarkable year. Although many had the sentiment and wish
for 2020 to fly by and so 2021 could start already. From an IIG perspective, although Covid-19
and the resultant Lockdown turned 2020 plans on its head, in many ways the curveballs the
pandemic threw at society unlocked the ability to really laser-beam focus on strategic
outcomes.
Earlier in March 2020 at the Inaugural Dinner before the news of lockdown, the IIG announced
the 2020 theme #InsuringTomorrow, and the institute committed to 3 outcomes:
•

Digitalising the IIG experience

•

Focusing on efficiencies and a scalable foundation within the IIG office

•

Ensuring a continued Transformation focus through our programmes and council

Industry Outlook, Night-Golf and the Year-End Picnic with the Parlotones, along with our
graduation events, were the only in-person events hosted over 2020 – all social-distancing
protocols were observed. When lockdown was introduced, we realised the need to digitalise
in line very quickly with our first objective, and I am proud to announce that over 2021 we
held 22 CPD-accredited Insights sessions (versus an initial planned 8 sessions) showcasing
both local and international speakers who have joined us from areas including Kansas, Zurich,
London and Munich. The IIG offered 24.5 hours of CPD content, all delivered free to the
delegates who attended due to the restructured event costings. Some webinars exceeding
600 delegates which is testament to the quality and collaboration the institute coordinated.
Besides CPD-accredited educational events, the IIG also delivered further digital engagements
with our industry colleagues which included:
•
•
•

a workout session with professional trainer Jordi
a cook-along in collaboration with the Insurance Young Guns (IYG) led by Executive
Chef Dereck Nair for Youth Day 2020
the Ladies Appreciation event in collaboration with Gauteng Women in Insurance
(GWII) which saw over 370 ladies enjoy internationally acclaimed acts by comedian
Trevor Gumbi and mentalist Larry Soffer, along with thought leadership by various
female executives and trailblazers in the SA insurance industry
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•

•

The Broker Leadership Forum in collaboration with the Financial Intermediaries
Association (FIA) with MC and guest speaker Bruce Whitfield who hosted key broker
principles and lead a conversation with Discovery SA CEO Hylton Kallner, Discovery
Insure CEO Anton Ossip and the FIA CEO Lizelle van der Merwe
The CEO Round Table which is an exclusive by-invitation-only event that brings
together a group of influential insurer and reinsurer principles and executives. It
provides a platform for these leaders to engage with a leading thought leader and
discuss key strategic insights affecting society at large. In 2020, we humbly hosted
many of the SA insurer CEOs where MC Bruce Whitfield provided thought leadership
on the economic and political climate of the current and emerging South Africa, and
thereafter the guest speaker was the renowned University of Cape Town Vice
Chancellor, Professor Mamokgethi Phakeng who addressed the delegates.

Continuing the digital promise, the IIG executed against the promise made at Inaugural Dinner
for a Careers Portal hosted on the IIG website, to leverage our vast membership database and
offer a slick and robust platform that linked talent to opportunity. This is now live and free
until end March 2021 for employers to advertise their vacancies. The 2021 president will
announce the commercials surrounding this recruitment chassis.
Our second objective was stabilising the IIG office, searching for efficiencies and ensuring
continuity in process, rigour and governance not being dependent on councillor institutional
knowledge.
Early in 2020, the IIG Executive Committee recruited an office manager, Salome van der
Mooren, to replace Liebie du Plessis whose temporary contract expired. Mpho Tlagadi who
had also been on a temporary contract for an extended period was also formally recruited as
an office administrator. Their employ has reinforced capacity and a foundation to the IIG
administration and as society reopens post Covid-19 herd immunity and vaccinations, the
office’s workload will scale.
All processes within the different portfolios have been mapped and documented. In addition,
there was a major drive to secure all outstanding payments and we are pleased to report back
that the IIG now has less than R47,000 in outstanding debtors. Furthermore, the IIG created
a Netcash account which unlocks the ability to receive payments other than EFT, extremely
flexible and useful especially for fund-raising and in-event purchases.
Another long outstanding item for the IIG was the VAT registration at SARS. The journey to
VAT registration has spanned multiple years and encountered various obstacles along the
way, of which the impact has been formally raised in the last five annual financial returns and
audit reports. Early February 2021 saw SARS accept the IIG VAT registration, with the result
that the contingent liability noted at previous AGMs was now realised at R284,282.
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The IIG Office also moved along with landlord Insurance Institute of South Africa (IISA). The
office is now fully functional at Sandton Gate, located at 7 Minerva Ave, Glenadrienne,
Sandton, with the venue having multiple meeting rooms, a boardroom, a storeroom (with
dedicated space for the IIG) and a comfortable shared office space for both IIG staff personnel.
Parking is safe and generous in a basement, enabling and accommodating meetings that
involved multiple guests.
The third important objective and promise was ensuring a continued and accelerated
Transformation focus through our programmes, and council. I am thrilled to confirm that we
were fortunate enough to have continued our Class of Programme with 30 students
graduating, and the Roots & Wings mentorship programme with 26 mentorship partnerships
concluded their journey (this was the largest intake to date). In addition, together with GIBS
Business School and SASRIA, the IIG proudly graduated 26 students from the Insurance
Leadership Development Programme (ILDP). It was encouraging how so many stakeholders
embraced the changes required and simply got on with it, from lecturers, to students, to
mentors, to sponsors - and 2020 witnessed some of the highest marks on our programmes to
date!
With South African youth unemployment even before lockdown approaching 60%, the one
risk in insurance being the aging workforce, and risk of inadequate knowledge transfer
downstream, one programme especially close to our hearts in that it targets unemployed
youth from impoverished backgrounds is the Academic Programme - which started in 2019
with 15 students. In 2020 we committed to scale and build this programme with a sustainable,
repeatable foundation that provides these students with RE5, interview skills, an insurance
curriculum and various social and life skill orientation. For millions of South Africans,
opportunities like this will be the only way they are ever to find permanent employment and
this programme which is powered by the Graduate School of Financial Sciences (GIFS) has
scaled in leaps and bounds.
After the news of Lockdown, GIFS very quickly designed and developed a digital classroom,
and together with MTN they commenced the 2020 IIG class of 44 learners who will secure an
insurance qualification and an internship into MTN Financial Services – even more special is
that there will be a further 256 such students going through this programme taking the total
2020/2021 class to 300 students! We are immensely proud of the insurance industry in
unlocking this opportunity and it speaks squarely to the transformation mandate the council
is committed to executing against. We thank Hannover Re, Bryte, Guidewire, and SASRIA for
their generous sponsorships which have enabled these deserving youth.
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At this point I would also like to thank and honour our marketing team for the immense
support and delivery over 2020. Collectively as a team we agreed to scale our digital delivery
and social content to remain connected with key stakeholders, and to the market. You would
have seen detailed updates on all our academic programmes and with delivering triple the
CPD-accredited events, this also created additional workload for all, including the marketing
team.
Overall, the IIG grew its social media platform audience by 27% to over 17,300 followers, with
some platforms showing massive growth – these include LinkedIn at 60.4% and Instagram at
36.7%. The team also refined the publication list for the monthly Informer newsletter, and
this now reaches close to 1,800 insurance professionals.
__________________
Darryl concluded by thanking the IIG community, fellow IIG councilors and office staff,
sponsors, friends and family, colleagues and leadership at Discovery for their ongoing support.
He wished the incoming president and council success for 2021.
-2020 AGM Report Ends-
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2021 ANNUAL REPORT
Tshepiso Chocho proceeded to read through her Annual Report.
President’s report

2021 started off a little strange as it held the possibility of ä back to normal life” while there
were also threats of more deadly variants of the corona virus. The Alpha, Beta and then
Omicron variants made for a very uncertain time – filled with stops and starts, which is difficult
for an organisation such as the IIG that requires a great level of planning its events and
sponsorships. Many organisations, understandably so, would not make any commitments or
allow their staff to take part in events until they were certain that it was safe, it’s safe to say
that that moment never came. Despite these challenges, 2021 proved that the IIG remains
relevant and that it is a very strong adhesive which bonds the non-life insurance industry
together.

Our theme for 2021 was Be the difference. The pandemic had taught us that we are stronger
than we thought and that we have what it takes to soar. We all have it in us to make a difference
and be the difference. Be the difference means that you can do it. You can rise up, you can
start something new, you can be excellent, you can see opportunity and make it happen, you
can bring improvements, you can innovate, you can be the difference that this industry and
country needs. As the IIG turned 110yrs old, we committed to make 2021 a year that celebrates
our differences and the difference that we all make to the industry.
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Planning for 2021 started with the review the IIG’s 5 year strategy. Looking forward to the next
5 years, we saw that the risks facing the IIG as follows:
•

COVID-19 had placed significant pressure on the future relevance and financial position
of IIG

•

Suspended networking events

•

face-to-face programmes are still mostly suspended

•

The IIG Income streams are under threat due to the financial impact that the pandemic
has had on most organisations.

Going forward, the IIG had to find additional initiatives to further strengthen its position.
This lead to the focus in 2021 being:
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The IIG started off with a “difference” as we started to implement o r hybrid approach. The
2021 inauguration dinner was held at a studio in Midrand and was broadcast on the internet.
It attracted 816 viewers in South Africa, 8 viewers in Dubai, 6 in the UK and 20 guests at the
ven e and Mam’ Gcina Mhlophe told a powerf l story of “the rise of the frican Woman”.
Vocal 03, an acapella group of 3 high school boys from Mofolo in Soweto got an opportunity
to perform in front of a big crowd for the first time.
We introduced 2 new educational programmes to the IIG portfolio.
We collaborated with the IISA to introduce UpSqill Industry Competency Training Programme
which aimed to bring the most sort after competencies by Industry leader.
These are critical thinking, innovation and problem solving. The 2 day programme was
facilitated by Dr. Jeff Chen of GIBS and the 2 days entailed 3 modules, namely:
•
•
•

Effective tactics for innovation in the era of 4IR/5IR
Thinking Innovatively
Human-Centered Strategy formulation

The other programme that was developed for relevance was the Information Science and
Technology (IST) Programme with GIFS. It was the first-of-its-kind education initiative and
was designed to fast-track digital transformation in the Short-Term Insurance (STI) industry by
fully immersing IST graduates who are already in the industry into the STI world.
This was one of our most successful programmes in 2021. It connected participants to the
Corporate Athlete mindset by teaching skills, EQ, strategies, and practices of star corporate
players and how these can be applied to the insurance industry. Corporate Athletes,
trailblazers, trendsetters and lauded specialists within the industry provided first-hand
knowledge and understanding of the intricacies of the STI sector, enabling the graduates to
harness their digital expertise to speed up tech-driven transformation and solutions.
We also held a very successful Youth day event in a form of a career day which allowed the
youth of the industry to do something meaningful for the underprivileged youth of Gauteng.
Due to covid 19 lockdown restrictions which only allowed 50 people in a venue, we invited 30
unemployed youths and learners from Soweto and Thembisa. We ensured that the organisers,
speakers and panellists were all young people from the industry. A special thank you to the
Insurance Young Guns for partnering with us on this.
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Our programmes provided for a total of 33.5 CPD hours to industry professional. These
entailed:
•
•

•
•

•

21 insights sessions including Industry Outlook. A total of 3732 industry professionals
attended, with an average of 200 attendees per session.
The Broker Leadership or m themed “the role brokers play in the economy” in
collaboration with Financial Intermediaries Association (FIA). The brilliant Siyabonga
Cawe facilitated a panel which included Donald Dinnie of Norton Rose, Lizelle van der
Merwe of FIA, Cedrick Masondo of Sasria; Jaco vd Merwe of Deloitte, Peter Olyott
from Indwe.
UpSqill Industry Competency Training attracted 5 CPD points.
IIG partnered with Ga teng Women in Ins rance for a virt al woman’s day event
themed Uyikho konke – You are everything. 274 people attended the event which
showcased Renowned speaker Rapelang Rabana, South African comedian Tumi
Morake and Zolani Mahola of Freshly Ground.
The CEO Roundtable with Kuseni Dlamini addressing senior industry officials on the
topic of “Leading thro gh Uncertainty” was also phenomenal.

Other events hosted included 2 sold out golfing events, the Sponsor’s cocktail evening, The
Past presidents luncheon and the Annual Gala Dinner in November. A few council meetings
and the Co ncils’ dinner was held at the Baron at Sandton Gates, the aim was to try to keep
local business alive as most restaurants that serve employees in corporate had to close down
due to covid 19, this was important to us.
We made a decision to cancel the Exclusive Golf Day, the Industry Expo and the Ladies-Non
Golf day due to the different Covid 19 variants throughout the year.
POPIA compliance was also a priority in this year and special focus was put on this project to
ensure that the IIG was compliant, but more than that it was to ensure that the culture of
keeping personal information safe was embedded.
In all of this The IIG celebrated its 110th birthday. This many years of the institution being in
existence is not a small feat. In celebrating this birthday we remembered and paid homage to
those that have been a part of the IIG, appreciating the work and commitment that they put
in to make it a success.
While you will hear a lot more on the 2021 Class of programme later, it is important to mention
that the Be the difference theme was mainly channelled towards underprivileged youths in the
province and the way to embed the theme and make a lasting impact was to allocate to the
Class of a year’s project that wo ld make them to be the difference. The had to choose a school
from a disadvantaged community and raising funds and spending time with them.
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They had to understand the needs of the school in order to set their own target, put together
a plan to raise the money and spend the time. At the end of the year, the class had achieved
great success in this project and had made a difference in the lives of many young people. The
youths learnt a lot about the insurance industry and were exposed to the different career
streams and employment opportunities in the industry.
We have made great improvements to the look and feel of our website to make it more
engaging. On the website one can find posted vacancies from various companies in the
industry and the CPD vault has also been improved to make sure that our members are up to
date with their CPD and they can access their certificates easily. Access to information on our
education programme and other events is easier to access and being part of this dynamic
institute could not be easier.
__________________
I would like to sincerely thank all of the people that have been involved with the IIG through
the years, the past presidents and council members that came before us. The IISA is a great
support and partner to the IIG, thank you Thokozile for availing yourself and your team to guide
and support us. I also want to say a special thank you to the current IIG council and office staff,
the sponsors that believed in the visions even through uncertain times and lastly
to my colleagues at Sasria for their ongoing support throughout the year.
I would like to take this moment to express my gratitude for the opportunity provided to me
by the council and the industry to lead this great institution. I wish the incoming president and
council the very best in 2022.
Salute to the IIG Council that embodied #BeTheDifference!
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2021 Council Members
Name

Company

Darryl Grater

Discovery Insure

Carla Jordan

Emerald

Thabo Twalo

Santam

Simphiwe Mtyali

Howden Brokers

Suren Kasil

Xinix Insurance

Tebogo Raphathelo

Willis

Caryn Solomons

Old Mutual Insure

Vuyo Rankoe

Santam

Bukhosi Khumalo

Marsh

Antonia Oakes

Old Mutual Insure

Nonte Nzimakwe

Emerald

Co-Opted Members
Melissa Jacobs

Bryte SA

Kinesh Maistry

Absa

Lindokuhle Nicky Nkomo

Transunion

Jabulile Mtimkulu

Bryte SA

Charlene Houston

Nedbank

Ambassadors
Daphne Peter

Hollard

Yolandi Rex

Discovery Insure

Nolwazi Dladla

Munich Re
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Education

Simphiwe Mtyali
Suren Kasil
Tebogo Raphathelo
Daphne Peter
Kinesh Maistry
Melissa Jacobs
Caryn Solomons

IIG Insights/Webinars
The education portfolio was well prepared for another year of hosting online with the aim of
hosting an Insight’s sessions every week from March to November in 2021. In line with the
tagline for 2021 to #BeTheDifference, we had to set an ambitious target! Somehow, through
the commitment of the IIG council, its sponsors and partners, we exceeded our own
expectations!
Although we have missed the face-to-face interaction, hosting the Insights sessions online has
been amazing in extending the IIG’s reach. Not only have we been able to attract speakers from
all over the world but through social media the attendees in our sessions are no longer confined
to the IIG database. Therefore, for the foreseeable future we will be adopting a hybrid model
for our Insights sessions.
The objectives of o r ed cational seminars, which we call “IIG Insights”, is to enco rage
dialogue and information sharing within the industry on technical and topical matters. Insights
events are CPD accredited with the IISA. There are a range of topics, and each event covers its
own thought leadership theme. Each session is led by subject matter expert who provides the
guests with an insightful, thought provoking and informative presentation. Our sessions are
sponsored by industry participants, which includes insurers, reinsurers, brokers and support
services to the re/insurance industry. This approach enables the sponsor to select the subject
matter expert for their sponsored event and allows for a wide range of topics to be delivered.
With continuing Covid-19 restrictions the IIG kept the format of the online sessions unchanged.
Each Insights was carried out either on Zoom or MS Teams as a 1-hour webinar. In total we
brought 21 Insight webinars to the industry, issued 1854 CPD certificates totalling 2197.5 CPD
hours from 3039 attendees.
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This is an increase of
•
•
•

More than double the CPD certificates issued in 2020
Triple the number of attendees and
Nearly four times the number of CPD hours

We are thrilled to be able to contribute to the industry in such a positive and impactful manner.
At the beginning of every year the IIG Insights kick off with an industry outlook session. This
session takes place for 3 hours and covers the Economic, Global and Regulatory Outlook for
that year. Industry experts review the year that was and then provide their informed forecast
and thoughts for the year. This is one of the most highly attended sessions and set the tone for
the caliber of speakers and content the IIG aims to deliver for the rest of the year.
The topics covered in 2021 were wide and very topical, with some of the sessions focusing on
Corruption and its Impact on our Economy, Net Zero Insurance, Prospects and Perils of 4th
Industrial Revolution, Micro Insurance, Resetting The Now and Step Into The Next, Skills
Development in the 4th Industrial Revolution, Tailored Solutions for Heavy Commercial
Vehicles , Unmasking The Real Tax Rate and All Things Cyber to name a few.
Apart from a brilliant panel of local speakers, which included: sector specialists, academics,
edupreneurs, entrepreneurs, product specialists, international strategists such as Abdullah
Verachia we also had speakers from London, Zurich and Munich.
It’s with the support of our sponsors that the IIG was able to offer these webinars for free to
the industry. This meant that everyone who registered and attended an Insights webinar in
2022 via the IIG, earned their CPD points for free. Given the hard economic times many
individuals and companies are facing, the IIG was extremely pleased to be able to contribute
and play their part in enabling the industry to earn CPD points at no cost.
Our sponsors valuable contribution has made our Insights sessions one of the highlights for the
IIG in 2021! A huge thank you goes out to the sponsors who helped the IIG play its part in
upskilling the industry
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Bryte

Old Mutual Insure

Camargue in partnership with Brit

Santam

Deloitte South Africa

Santam in partnership with SHA

Discovery Insure

Sasria

Graduate Institute of Financial Services (GIFS)

Standard Bank Group

Munich Re

Swiss Re

Norton Rose Fulbright

TransUnion

2021 IIG Insurance Leadership Development Programme delegates
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The Insurance Leadership Development Programme (ILDP) was launched in 2016 by the
Insurance Institute of Gauteng (IIG), in partnership with Sasria SOC Limited, and in collaboration
with the Gordon Institute of Business Science (GIBS), as a response to the skills shortage within
the short-term insurance industry, particularly as a response to improve the number of
qualified historically disadvantaged individuals at medium-senior management level.
The ILDP is designed to provide delegates with a composite leadership education, with the
added beneﬁt of an ins rance ind stry context al environment. What makes this programme
unique is that delegates have the unique opportunity to engage with their peers from a cross
section of the industry and in doing so, enhance their learning experience and professional
networks. The IIG is committed to providing a robust Professional Development Programme
that will provide the industry with the ability to Engage with members of the IIG, Connect with
the broader industry, and Grow from both a skills development and networking perspective.
The programme aims to prepare leaders for the 4th Industrial Revolution by addressing the
following objectives:
•
•
•
•
•

Develop leasers with high levels of social and emotional intelligence who are able to
create a “high to ch” environment for their teams and c stomers
Develop leaders who are able to inspire their people to stretch themselves to deliver
results that surpass expectations, while leveraging the opportunities of diversity
To build cognitive skills such as problem solving, critical thinking, creative thinking, and
project management
To build business acumen that will prepare first line managers for leadership and
decision making at the middle and senior management level

The programme was renamed in 2021 to the General Management programme, GMP. The
2021 programme accepted 20 students, with the demographic of the 2021 class detailed
hereunder. The IIG was able to meet the mandate of our sponsor, Sasria, by ensuring that the
delegate selection targeted historically disadvantaged individuals in order to address middle
management transformation in the financial services industry.
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ILDP 2020 Demographics
African

13

Male

10

Indian

3

Female

10

White

2

Other

2

The GMP launch was held in the GIBS auditorium in Illovo and due to Covid restrictions, the
event was limited to 55 persons. Each of the 20 delegates were encouraged to invite their
mentor or manager who would be walking the 14-month journey with them. Other attendees
included staff and representatives of the IIG, GIBS as well as the GMP sponsor SASRIA.
The line-up of speakers at the la nch were notably all female and incl ded S SRI ’s Chief
Financial Officer, Bajabulile Mthiyane who shared some of her life experiences in a motivational
speech that had the audience enthralled by her straight talk and witty address. Amanda
Bougardt and Bonita Lee-Shaw from GIBS, who play integral roles throughout the programme,
gave an outline on what the program entails as well as advising mentors on how best to support
delegates to achieve the optimal results for their nominated employee.
The delegates were well informed about the changes that came with the 2021 programme.
The changes were communicated throughout the selection and interview process as well as on
the launch day. It was very important for the delegates mentor/manager to be involved in the
launch as the GMP requires a lot of on-the-job application, meaning the support and buy-in of
the line manager was crucial to their success.
Notable changes included:
•
•
•

•

The name of the program changed to General Management Program from the
Insurance Leadership Development Program.
Delegates of the program were now required to be second line managers, whereas
previously the program catered for first line managers.
The GMP is now a NQF level 5 qualification based on the QCTO (Quality Council for
Trade and Occupations) scale whereas the ILDP was equivalent to a NQF level 6
certification on the SAQA (South African Qualification Authority) scale.
The required learning hours for the course increased to 1500 hours from 1200 hours
in previous years.
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•

•

Syndicate assignments no longer form part of the curriculum and have been replaced
by online quizzes, gamification and additional individual assignments. The IIG however
ensured that a group project was incorporated into the programme
Instead of writing exams for each module, the delegates were required to compile a
portfolio of evidence during the 14-month course to showcase their learnings

Delegates were required to attend 4 study blocks. This is a tiered approach to leadership which
included classroom learning, learning application, workplace application and assessment at
individual level. The adjusted programme worked in favour of the ongoing Covid restrictions as
it required more self-study, with the use of learner guides, and contact days structured to
address questions and provide detailed explanations. Delegates required a lot more diligence
and commitment given that there is a larger self-study component. The Action Learning Project
was adjusted this year with the aim to encourage interaction and networking between the
delegates. The final presentation will take place once the final exam has been written.
The enhancements to the GMP have made it a more challenging and rigorous programme in
comparison to prior years. Submissions take the form of building a portfolio of evidence
throughout the year with only one exam at the end of the programme. The GMP is also an
extended programme with the final exam taking place in February 2022 and graduation in May
2022.
GIBS uses a blended way of learning to deliver the material. Blended learning involves the
employment of a variety of learning and teaching methods which ensured interesting ways of
bringing content to the delegates. The contact is delivered in one of two ways i.e. “live” with
fac lty engagement, which involved the delegate being in a “live” online session. The material
can also be viewed as a recording so delegates could review material in their own time. The
learning methodology was highly rated by the delegates each block, with an overall rating of
90% across the 4 blocks.
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2021 Learning Journey:

The focus for Block 1 was Strategy, Performance and Workplace Relationships. The material
covered required the delegates to apply a systems approach to decision making and then
formulating recommendations for a change process. Delegates were required to set, monitor
and measure the achievement of the goals and objectives set for their division/department.
The purpose of this exercise being to build a high-performance team.
Study Block 2 focused on Managing Operations and Innovation. Delegates were required to
create a work-based project for their business unit, implement then evaluate the projects
progress based on tools developed to measure key performance. One of the exciting changes
to this leadership programme was that the material required immediate on the job
implementation and testing. The material is no longer heavily theory focused.
The content for Block 3 was themed Financial and Knowledge Management. This is always a
module that intimidates delegates however is a necessary skill in running a division/business.
Delegates were equipped with the skill of applying mathematical analysis to economic and
financial information. The material covered required the use of mathematical techniques to
collect and organize data, the application of these techniques to indicate economic
relationships and demonstrate understanding of managerial finance, interpreting financial
statements, preparing a financial forecast and budget in line with the operational plan of the
business unit.
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Block 4 module covered Leadership, Ethics and Managing Development. As second line
managers this block aimed to assist the delegates direct reports, i.e. first line managers.
Delegates were required to coach and actively manage careers of first line managers, design
planned skills development interventions, promote a culture of learning and create an
environment for a diverse work force which would encourage transformation.
Feedback was received from delegates after each Study Block and the overall programme
experience, for 2020, as scored by the delegates was 90.6%. The feedback received was that
the programme is greatly benefiting them and is positively contributing to their growth.
We hope that in their 2021 learning journey the delegates were cultivated into innovative
thinkers, individuals who have the capacity to influence and engage multiple stakeholders,
results driven leaders that are flexible and able to adapt when faced with adversity or changing
demands. These are the leader that the IIG wants to deploy into the industry workforce.
As the 2021 programme is ongoing, we do not have results of the top students. We would like
to wish the delegates well with their final exam, taking place on the 18th February 2022.
Delegates must pass this exam in order to attain their qualification.
Intake for ILDP 2022 has been completed, with the programme slightly overlapping 2021. The
online launch of the programme took place on the 20th January 2022 with Block 1 kicking off
on the 24th January 2022. We look forward to delivering ILDP 2022 with our new partners
Henley Business School.
The GIBS Executive Education offering is still highly rated globally and is considered as the top
South African and African business school. The IIG would like to extend big thank to GIBS and
all faculty involved: our programme partners for their incredible commitment to o r st dent’s
success, for all their support to the IIG throughout the year and assisting the institute deliver
on a world class programme.
Sasria SOC Ltd, the sole sponsor of the ILDP programme, is committed to transformation and
the development of critical skills within the short-term insurance industry, as well as the
ﬁnancial sector at large. In
, Sasria s bsidized 6 % of the programme cost and has shown
commitment to the ILDP programme since inception in 2016; a very big and special thank you
to Sasria SOC for being a generous and involved GMP sponsor!
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UpSqill
The year 2021 saw the IIG launch a brand-new industry competency training which was named
UpSqill, a play on the words “to p skill”. Programme topics s ch as: innovation, problem
solving, and critical thinking were the order of the day. Not only are these very relevant topics,
identified by Inseta as necessary competencies for the 4th and 5th industrial revolution, but
the training itself is very much need in our industry.
This training was initially scheduled for June, but due to the Covid-19 third wave, had to be
postponed. This gave the IIG an opportunity to tweak the programmes delivery to keep it in
line with COVID 19 protocols. The session had to be changed from face-to-face to online
delivery. This method of delivery is very familiar to our experienced facilitator Dr Jeff Chen and
it did not impact the experience for the attendees.
Dr Jeff Chen, full time faculty at the Gordon Institute of Business Science, has an in-depth
experience and interest in customizing executive modules aimed at fostering innovative
leaders, strategists and consultants. Facilitating the diverse composition of delegates is where
Dr Jeff’s experience lies, and the diversity of the gro p positively contributed to the
conversations.
The programme was hosted in July, delivered in a live virtual session over two days. The
sessions included breakaways into smaller groups to encourage reflection, tackling problem
solving exercises and interaction between those in attendance.
The sessions were engaging, and the attendees thoroughly enjoyed this programme with new
networks being formed. The attendees expressed how they could not wait for the next session.
This programme was accredited with 5 CPD points, a great way to start the then new CPD cycle.
The intention is to host two UpSqill sessions a year, split between the first and second half of
the year. This session will see attendees from our industry coming together to UpSqill
themselves with relevant topics delivered by a world class facilitator.
Thank you to our sponsors Sasria, Hollard, Discovery, IISA and Mel J (Pty) Ltd for their valuable
contribution to this new IIG programme.
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Impact & Transformation

Thabo Twalo
Vuyo Rankoe
Bukhosi Khumalo
Jabulile Mtimkulu
Lindo Nicky Nkomo

The Impact & Transformation portfolio is made up of the following:
•

Class Of 2021 Programme

•

Roots & Wings Mentorship Programme

•

IIG Academic Programme

•

IST Graduate Programme

Class of 2021
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The Be The Difference theme was brought to life by the phenomenal industry youths that made
up the Class of 2021 and they have left an indelible mark in my heart as they rank very high in
my top 5 career achievements. The spirit in which they committed themselves to the
programme and the charity project should be captured in a glass jar and cloned.
The programme is very popular amongst relatively new entrants to the industry and is mostly
sold through word of mouth. Again in 2021 the group of 26 students was split into 2, Saiyans
(“warriors of change”) and d stra(“thro gh the hardships, to the stars” in Latin ).
The programme is aimed at developing and retaining young talent within the insurance
industry through exposure, experience, leadership development and personal mastery. It also
presents our future leaders with an opportunity to make a meaningful impact on society
through fund raising. The programme officially launched on 26 February 2021. The approach
to the programme followed a hybrid format, where key events such as the launch and
graduation were in person. The sponsors were Old Mutual Insure, Sasria SOC Limited, Discovery
and Emarald.
A key feature of the Class of programme is improving the networking skills of the students.
They built strong networks with each other and today they have lifelong friends in the industry.
The Class of was also given opportunities to network with the council and the industry at our
Youth day event, Night Golf, Past Presidents lunch and the sponsors cocktail evening. They
took up the challenge and did extremely well, also managing to raise funds for the schools.
Through their many efforts Ad Astra raised funds for Fons Luminis High School in Diepkloof
Soweto. Together with the f nds raised thro gh the sale of Learner’s artwork at the Silent
Auction held on the 19th November at the IIG Annual gala Dinner, the tribe raised R 132 737.00
The group has further decided to refurbish their school library/computer lab and service
existing computers which will cost R 216 329.55. The proposed library and computer lab aims
to promote a reading culture where critical thinking and basic Microsoft skills are developed
and enhanced. All the money raised by the group will be used to refurbish the library into
something that is ever lasting and will benefit not only the current learners, but reach more
groups of learners, impacting them positively.
Saiyans managed to raise R 112 093.40 which included the portion of the funds raised at the
Silent Auction. The group purchased text books and printers for Maphutha Secondary School
in Thembisa. They have paid R70 032.14 to the school.
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On the 18th of November 2021 we held a graduation for the class of 2021 at Constantia.
Learners were awarded certificates, with top learners receiving trophies to acknowledge all
their hard work and dedication throughout the programs.
The top learners were as follows:
•

Phumelele Nkosi - Saiyans

•

Simoné Blomeyer - Saiyans

•

Hlayisani Shirinda – Ad Astra

The top learners showed dedication and created team spirit within the group. Not only did they
participate in the school project, but they also created a personal bond with the schools by
making a difference to their peers, th s living p to this year’s slogan: “Be The Difference”.
Roots & Wings – Mentorship Programme
The IIG Roots and Wings Mentorship programme was another success in 2021. The
programme is aimed at the development of the Short-Term Insurance industry future leaders
(“Mentees”). There were 6 mentees who were paired with mentors holding senior positions
at various companies within the short-term insurance industry. The program officially launched
on the 23rd February 2021 with the pairings taking place on the 5th of March 2021.
The mentor and mentee training and pairings are facilitated by Linda Coetzee and Associates
(the training services partner) and the program was sponsored by our main sponsor - Sasria
SOC Limited, Discovery Insure, Emarald and Constantia generously sponsored the venue.
The chemistry between the mentees and their mentor partners were undeniable and quite
tangible right from the word go. What the pairs, and frankly all of s, didn’t know was j st how
awe-inspiring and life-changing each and every one of their journeys would become.
The groups really held it together amidst the challenges of not being able to meet physically,
constantly encouraging one other which resulted in a wall of quotes being created by the
mentees and the introduction of an all-new IIG #MentorshipMotivationalMondays social media
movement that highlights the beauty in the transformation that the programme brings in every
individual experience. What lockdown might have curbed through the loss of physical contact,
our mentors and mentees definitely made up for with the support and virtual camaraderie felt
throughout each and every session.
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one of the highlights of the Roots & Wings mentorship journey is presentation day. This is when
each of the mentees are given an opportunity to showcase their journeys with their mentors.
Be it through a speech or an all-out performance; the mentees present a true and very personal
acco nt of all they’ve learnt and gone through during the programme. Once more Constantia
Insurance Company graciously welcomed our mentees along with their mentors on their
grounds for a heart-warming and overall moving day of gratitude and tribute. The difference in
who the mentorship pairs were when they all started the programme versus the people who
were present in that room on this day was a tr e reflection of this year’s IIG theme
#BetheDifference, as it was evident that not only had the mentors made a huge difference in
the mentees’ lives but brought out the passion in the mentees to want to be that difference in
other people’s lives too.
One of the most significant events on our academic calendar has to be Graduation day and for
good reason. This years’ big day was attended by mentors, mentees and some of their
managers.
•

18 November 2021 Roots and Wings 2021 Mentee graduation

•

At Constantia Insurance Company

•

26 Mentees |25 attended & graduated | 1 Absent (Discovery Insure)

•

Sponsors: Constantia Insurance, Discovery, Old Mutual Insure, Sasria
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In-person meetings at the time were limited to a maximum of 50, but with the rise in Covid
cases and for the safety of our members, we held our first Mix & Mingle session of the year
virtually. This session is where the Mentors & Mentees meet with other Mentors & Mentees
from the programme and share their experiences, ideas and spend some time with other
participants they aren’t assigned to. This year a strictly online session was arranged, were asked
to pick and bring (to the online event) a quote that means something to them and share with
the group on the day. As mentees randomly read out their quotes and shared the stories behind
each one, the virtual room bloomed with everyone connecting and finding themselves relating
to one another. Some of the mentees took it to another level by creating their own quotes.
The Mix & Mingle session was extremely successful with lots of fun being had by all, and based
on the positive and feedback received, we sure it will be remembered for a long time to come.
Mentors contribution to the programme is done on a voluntary basis, a further reflection of
support by the industry to invest in our future Insurance leaders.
Before the formal mentoring sessions begin, each mentee spends personal, confidential time
with their custodian from Linda Coetzee and Associates to position themselves for their
journey. The session enables them to determine their priority growth areas in their personal
and professional lives.
Halfway through the programme, a deep check-in session is held to better understand
progression of the engagement between the pair, and this is used as an honest reflection
whether the pair is meeting regularly enough as well as whether the objectives of the
programme are being met.
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The check-in sessions also served as an opportunity for mentees to network amongst each
other and learning from others experiences. Ad-hoc support is also available should either the
mentees or mentors feel the need for further support or guidance, thus ensuring a smooth
engagement model.

The Most impactful Mentor and Mentee Pairing in 2021 went to the following individual:
Kholofelo Sengani (Discovery Insure) and Wilmine Prinsloo (King Price)
As the IIG we are extremely proud of the success stories and progress we have observed in the
mentees and are humbled by the contribution by our mentors and sponsors who have allowed
this programme to move from strength to strength. The IIG is most grateful to the returning
mentors who will be embarking on new journeys soon.
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IIG Academic Program

“Education is the Most Powerful weapon which you can use to change the world.” Nelson
Mandela.

This statement is embodied and highlighted in the Ins rance Instit te of Ga teng’s (IIG)
Academic Programme in partnership with the Graduate Institute of Financial Sciences (GIFS).
Our definition of education goes beyond just the NQF5 qualification they will attain, but also
represents the development of learners in making them industry, life and workplace ready. The
programme is targeted at young people from disadvantaged backgrounds who will be equipped
with the necessary skills to launch themselves into a better future filled with possibilities and
hope. The 2021 programme became an extension of the 2020 programme as it needed more
time to be completed due to various constraints chief of which was Covid-19.
or the st dents’ wellbeing and health, the learning took place
% virt ally via e-learning
portals. This year’s programme had 44 learners going thro gh it, which is a considerable
increase from last year where there were 13. Thanks to the partnership with main sponsor
Sasria SOC Ltd and the partnership with MTN who provided the tools to make virtual learning
possible during the challenging times when n-person learning was not possible. The cosponsors were Bryte, Guidewire and Hannover Re and their contribution is greatly appreciated.
The top 3 learners for the programme are:
1. Karabo Samantha Mtshali – 84%
2. Thakhani Muofhe – 83%
3. Thato Brandon Mokoena – 79%
Below is feedback from three of the learners regarding their experience through the
programme:
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Thenjiwe Mpithi
When I started the IIG academic programme, I realised that I was given an opportunity that
many are yearning for. or the fact that I’ve been chosen among many to participate in this
programme it meant that the organizers saw something in me. I took a leap and started
taking it one day at a time. It was difficult, it was very challenging, with a lot of information to
process and work overload as well as the pressure to submit on time because I knew nothing
abo t the financial services ind stry, as they say “nothing in life ever comes easy” so I kept on
studying, fighting, pushing and I never gave up.
Without even realizing it I started craving for more information and wanting to know more.
The programme enhanced my professional growth and having a mentor who supported me
throughout was an icing on the cake. I am certain that it will lead to new possibilities and
open many doors for me.
My key takeaways are: when the going gets tough, keep going don’t give up, be optimistic, be
c rio s to learn more, be resilient, ask for clarification where yo don’t nderstand, do not be
embarrassed to ask for help where you feel stuck and keep reminding yourself how blessed
you are to have an opportunity such as this when many are unemployed.
Thakhani Muofhe
I successfully completed a very exciting program (Short term insurance Level 5) with IIG and
GIFS. The program provided me with countless benefits. I did not only get knowledge about
insurance, but I also got the ability to communicate effectively, Organizational skills and goal
setting.
I can confirm with great confidence that from this program I have learnt: To be able to carry
out basic research, gathering information, Analysis and being able to communicate it to
others. I have also acquired knowledge about behavior and ethics in the work-place
environment. I have gained knowledge of Reinsurance, I was totally blank about reinsurance
before this program, I had not even heard of it, but now I know a lot about it and I have
developed an interest to learning more and more about it.
The word Underwrite, it is also a word I gained so much interest in, I would love to become an
Underwriter. I feel that Underwriters play a very important part in the insurance industry,
they are basically the pillars therefore. It is a lot that I can say about the program, what i have
learnt is definitely more than what i have mentioned above. All thanks to everyone who
played a part in making this program possible.
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Thato Brandon Mokoena
I briefly like to share and express my strong gratitude of a beneficial and best opportunity
given with warm hands of preparing, training, skilling, educating and mentoring me personally
for the corporate world by providing me with a twelve months Short Term Insurance 5.
One of the best opportunities and moments given by the program is being chosen as part of
the top 20 learners and receiving an experience person in the insurance industry to mentor
me. The program has helped me by empowering and training me as well as exercising my full
potential. It has opened a professional corporate door, as well as educating about the
corporate world, ethical behavior expected, corporate governance and financial world/
industry.
I boldly commend GIFS, IIG and all other sponsors for this opportunity, because being given
this opportunity has career empowered me, to the point that I am ready for the corporate
world which gives me a drive to push for my dream career of being an underwriter and an
executive for a big organization.
I thank you and I thank you a million times for changing our lives and for this great
opportunity given.
The programme would have eventually added 256 learners in 2021 for them to be 300 in total
but due to funding challenges for businesses through INSETA, it was not possible to add the
balance within the year.
The summary of what the programme finally achieved is as follows:

1. NQF level 5 qualification in Insurance - The academic backbone of what the programme
is about. It is done through Formative and Summative formats of learning by a team of
highly skilled facilitators.
2. RE5 Regulatory exam – for those who have successfully completed the NQF5
programme
3. Soft-skills training. Essential as it set of skills in today’s world, both in business and
generally. They went through some classes and coaching to assist them with this.
4. Mentorship- the Top 20 learners were assigned to mentors to guide them through the
journey and have someone in the industry for support.
5. Workplace learning experience – The top 20 had the opportunity to have a virtual
workplace learning with Discovery to get to know the company and industry better.
This was a great success as the learners got to understand what a day in an insurance
company looks like.
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After a challenging academic year, only 1 learner failed. 18 learners are fully competent and
have completed the programme and 23 learners are partially competent with small elements
to complete before they can be fully competent. GIFS will continue to support the learners
though it will be at their own cost. 2 dropped out due to relocation.
Some of the learnings from this year’s cohort are as follows, primarily based on learner
feedback and academic team recommendations:
1. COVID 19 had impacted wellbeing of the students. One has to incorporate greater Social
Emotional Learning into programmes in light of COVID impact on learners in general.
2. Some learners were always behind as a result of poor connectivity and the inability to work
on their own most of the time. It may be necessary to create a hybrid model of training
where circumstances allow.
3. Work Integrated Learning was a challenge due to companies still working from home.
4. Closer mentor –mentee relationships need to be established even where it is done virtually.
In 2022, The IIG will return to the original format in order to allow for the implementation of
these learnings.
A virtual graduation ceremony will be held for the learners who have completed the course
early in the year. They have been requested to submit their CVs for review, will go through
soft skills and interview skills training and interviews with industry companies will be
arranged. They will also go through RE5 course training and the cost for the first attempt will
be fully funded. We are excited about the contribution that this programme makes to young
people, families, communities and the country as a whole.
IST PROGRAMME
In an article p blished by Personnel’s shleigh Webber she stated that “J st 3% of grad ates
were seen by HR Professionals as “ready to hit the gro nd r nning” when they entered the
workplace, according to Pearson Business School research. This is while two-thirds were seen
as “somewhat ready” to work.”
The research report further indicated that graduates themselves believed that their time
spent at university did not fully prepare them for the world of work, of specific concern is the
internet of things (IoT) and the fourth industrial revolution like most industries the need for
information systems and technology graduates are on the rise and the insurance industry is
lapping them up at a rate of notches but that does come with its own challenges. It is for this
reason that the IIG in partnership with GIFS (Graduate Institute of Financial Sciences) have
developed the year-long IIG Insurance Graduate Program sponsored by SASRIA.
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Due to the technological advancements, catalysed by the COVID-19 Pandemic the need for
InsureTech and the demand placed on the Information Sciences & Technology (IST) sector is
the highest it has ever been. As a result of this, the IST programme is best suited and
positioned to address some of the challenges that have come about from this. The IST sector
is currently experiencing some pressure to perform because of a few factors, some of which
are:
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•

The demand for the insurance sector to embrace the 4th Industrial Revolution and
what it brings
The consumer demand increases for platform-based interactions
Organisational demands for real time information and insights to ensure better
service delivery and to enhance cyber security increases as we traverse the digital
unknown
This internationally benchmarked proramme is the first one of its kind for both the
IIG and GIFS and successfully covered the following:
Addressing the current needs of the Financial Services Industry and aimed at gearing
the IST professionals toward using technology as the solution to address some of the
ind stry’s pain points
Covered the Short-Term-Insurance (STI) industry from a MACRO perspective (global &
local view).
Fast-tracked the immersion of IST graduates into the insurance industry, promoting
quick tangible outputs.
Created a sustainable workforce and platforms for innovation, allowing the industry
to scale through technology.

At the introduction, all learners had to review the Insurance Industry and prepare questions
that would support understanding of current challenges in the STI Industry. Learners were
excited to get time with these experienced experts and had some great learnings during the
sessions. They were split into groups of 5 and there was a captain/leader for each. We had a
group of very high energetic and enthusiastic learners for this first cohort.
The grand launch was then done on 08 June 2021 where attendance was great. There were
speakers who are experts within the underwriting, claims, reinsurance, sales and risk
management. It was an eventful day where learners were motivated and given the reason to
give to the programme as much as they will learn in order to make a difference in the
insurance industry through the use of IST.
Due to Covid it was run as a hybrid with most of the sessions being done online in what was a
very successful programme. The average scores per learner were within the 70 and 80%
range at the end of the programme. This was primarily done through lecturer and
neuroscience assessments on each of them.
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Out of the 25 learners who started the programme, 24 graduated and 1 was terminated
because of relocation. The demographics representations are below, 11 are female and 15
male.

IST Demographics

16%
8%
4%
72%

African

Coloured

White

Indian

Below is a summary of what each of the Group Leaders thought of the programme and the
impact it had on the industry as well as value of their learning.
Lord Mahlahle Kgasago (The Champions), Field Service Engineer, Old Mutual Insure
Thank you IIG, GIFS, SASRIA and the leaders who have given me this incredible opportunity to
be part of this massive Programme. The Programme is eye opening. It helps us in many
aspects of o r life’s and in the respective business we are currently working for, Now I know I
have to put myself first and never make decisions based on emotions. The Programme gives
s an overview of the STI, how they operate and what’s needed going into the f t re to help
short term insurance.
Israel Letshela Mphako (Innervation), Get Smarter -UCT Partnership
The programme has been very accommodating and has a reasonable pace that allows people
who may not be in the industry to grasp the essential concepts. The experts introduced the
fundamentals within the industry, in such a way that is was easy for us to ask any questions
about the current pain points of the industry, especially with regards to technological
adoption fast tracked by the coronavirus pandemic.
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We were able to ask how has the pandemic hit their balance sheets and the business as a
whole especially risk management and claims. The programme has thus far been full of
insightful moments and I am glad I am part of it.
Irshaad Mcdonald (The Pioneers), Business Analyst, Discovery
The programme th s far has been phenomenal, I still can’t believe I have been given this
opportunity. I am grateful and would like to take this opportunity to give thanks to the entire
team involved in the programme. I have realised and identified key factors that I, as an
individual and future leader has to consider and work on in order to become a successful
corporate athlete
Million Maringa (The Adaptables), Data Manager & Support at Infiniti Africa
The programme has been what my career needed to bridge the gap between the challenges
the short-term insurance industry faces and how technology can solve those challenges. It is
taking me out of my comfort/technical zone by equipping me with the tools and knowledge
of what I will need when I move to a more senior management or executive role.
Thandeka Khoza (Concept Squad), IT Helpdesk, Constantia Insurance Company Limited
The programme is very interactive and relevant to my day to day practice and role in the
company I work for. The South African ICT industry has long acknowledged a shortage of skills
and the need for young emerging talent in the IT industry especially in the Insurance space,
and this programme is definitely a great way to mitigate this and grow young people like me.
A virtual graduation was held on 02 December which was a resounding success. For one of
the learners it was a very emotional day as she mentioned that it was her first ever
graduation and had her mother in the background ululating and supporting her like a lot of
them had their family members. They each had a chance to express how the programme
helped them, and listening to it helped us understand the impact this had not only on them
but the industry as a whole. Finally, a great thank you to the sole sponsor SASRIA for making
this great initiative and programme possible.
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Marketing
Darryl Grater
Charlene Houston
Nolwazi Dladla
Antonia Oakes
Yolandi Rex
______________________________________________________________
The IIG Marketing team is responsible for the IIG brand and communication strategy across web,
social media, and events. The marketing team is also responsible for the monthly Informer
newsletter. A key part of the marketing strategy is to give maximum brand exposure to our valued
sponsors through acknowledging them on all our platforms through the various initiatives that they
support. To do this, we have to ensure that the IIG brand is professional, remains relevant to the
industry and grows in its reach.
For the year 2021, Marketing was focused on the following:
•

Ensuring #YourIIG and #BeTheDifference has strong social network presence through:
o
o
o

•
•
•
•
•

Taking advantage of relaxing covid restrictions for social media presence
On the go posts
Facebook Boosts

Growing our social media audience across all the major platforms including Facebook,
LinkedIn, Twitter and Instagram
Improving the website and keeping it up to date
Stronger support of each of the IIG portfolios by designating Marketing portfolio
members to portfolios
Celebrating 110 years of the IIG

The IIG marketing portfolio members are responsible for keeping the content of our website
and social media platforms up to date and relevant. They are also responsible for ensuring that
our monthly newsletter, The Informer has relevant content.
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Social Media Platforms:
The social media strategy focused on delivering on the go, engaging and professional content
aligned to the theme of the year of #BeTheDifference and to give maximum brand exposure
for our various sponsors. The easing of Covid 19 restrictions meant that we could have a lot
more events in 2021, though there were some bumps on the road and we at times had to
cancel planned events.
As a result of this strategy we keep seeing the growth of our target audience on Facebook,
LinkedIn and Instagram. Facebook followers grew by 7% in 2021 while Instagram and LinkedIn
grew by 13 and 14% respectively. In 2022 there are plans to grow the Twitter following whilst
still growing our most popular platforms of LinkedIn and Facebook.

Platform

2020 actual

2021
Actual

% Growth

Target

Facebook

6 663

7123

7%

8 000

Twitter

3000

3068

2%

3500

Instagram

875

992

13.4%

2000

LinkedIn

6234

7105

14%

8000

Total

16 772

18288

9%
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IIG Informer
MONTHLY EDITION

SPONSOR

January

No Informer

February

Guidewire

Danielle Williams

March

Thryve

Tshepiso Chocho – President

April

OMI

Antonia Oakes

May

MIRB/Howard

Simphiwe Mtyali

June

Santam

Daniel Stevens

July

Discovery

Darryl Grater

August

Munich Re

Thabo Twalo

September

Sasria

Tshepiso Chocho – President

October

Nedbank

Clifford Mack

November

No Informer

None

Special Informer

Not sponsored but will highlight 2021 success for sponsorship
value-add

December

PROFILE

The IIG Informer is the instit te’s official digital news b lletin which provides registered
members with a monthly update on our various successful educational and networking
initiatives. All of this is packaged within interactive content, which can be viewed on multiple
devices and is ideal for the professional that is always on the go. The informer reaches over
1487 insurance industry professionals and provides members with topical and thought
leadership articles affecting the industry.
Event and portfolio marketing support
During the year, all events and other portfolios are supported by extensive and collectively
agreed social media campaigns for each event/and or portfolio activity, to ensure members
interest and involvement as well as giving sponsors and supporters exposure.
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A key strategy that worked in 2021 was assigning one marketing team member to each
programme such as the GMP, the Academic Programme, IST Graduate Programme, Upsqill,
Roots & Wings and Class Of. In this way we were able to drive better exposure for each
programme.
Our partners in Marketing
We have a few partners that assist in making sure that the IIG brand remains top quality and
credible.
The partners help us to show our members and sponsors the true value of the institution.
Genasys are the proud sponsors of the IIG website. A great deal of work went into updating
and refreshing the pages to what the website looks like now. Genasys was also very
instrumental in ensuring that the IIG is POPIA compliant and that information stored on the
website is safe as well as ensuring that the Privacy Policy and PAIA manuals are easily accessible
from the website.
Chris Wessels Photography is our official photographer and they are mandated to be at all our
big face to face events to capture the heart of the industry – its people.
Five2Nine offers professional designs and images that make the IIG as a luxury brand.
In conclusion
The financial impact of Covid 19 was felt by all of us in 2020 and in 2021, the spirit of the IIG
exploded. The reason for its existence was really felt in the initiatives and activities that we
embarked on. 2021 found many of us in desperate need of connecting again. Through our golf
days, youth initiatives, educational programmes and networking events, the IIG was at the
centre of it all as we reconnected people, engaged them in thought provoking insights sessions
and grew them through mentorship and classroom learning. The IIG is successful because it is
a community – a collective efforts between its members, sponsors, council members, suppliers
and facilitators. As I close, I pray that this institution must continue to bring us all together to
do good.
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Finance

Carla Jordan
Nonte Nzimakwe

Summary
2021 saw lockdown restrictions and Covid rules being eased, which enabled the IIG to host
more face-to-face events in comparison to 2020, with a resultant overall increase in event
expenses year on year.
It should be noted that the 2021 AFS includes two extraordinary items, which have adversely
affected the financial results:
•
•

Write off of bad debts relating to 2020 and prior of R62k.
Interest and penalties on VAT VDP (refer below) of R181k.
Without these two items, the institute would have presented a loss of R321k.

Regulatory
We have settled the VAT VDP amount that was owing to SARS at the beginning of 2021. A
further amount was paid in respect of penalties and interest accrued on the amount to the
value ofR181k, which has been accounted as an expense in 2021.

Investment strategy
Our investment strategy remains consistent with prior years, with cash and investments
spread across a number of accounts. We invested an additional R2m with Discovery during
the 2021 period. We will continue keeping excess funds in investment accounts and
minimising monies kept in current account where little is earned.
Below is a short overview of our current investment & banking strategy:
Product

Approach

Ease of access

1.

Discovery Core
Investment Plan

Flexible Stabilisation fund or agreed Investment managed account –
equivalent (initial capital 3day notice period – no costs to
investment R1,8m)
move out of fund

2.

Discovery Core
Investment Plan

Flexible Education fund balance or Investment managed account –
agreed equivalent – adjusted 3day notice period – no costs to
annually or when required on move out of fund
an ad hoc basis (capital
investment R2,4m)
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Product

Approach

Ease of access

3.

ABSA - 32-day Notice period One month call to keep excess To be managed on a monthly
account
monies not required within basis dependent on cash
that period
requirements

3.

ABSA account

3.

ABSA - Current account

Liquidity

Plus Daily call account to maximise Manage bi-weekly in conjunction
returns on monies in excess of with payments from current
current account limits
account to maximise investment
returns
Maximum any one time of Transactional account
R150 000 in this account

Investment performance
Since the only increase in repo rate was the 25 basis points in Mid-November 2021, the
interest on our investments remained low. Our investment strategy together with the
expected increase in interest rates promises better investment income for 2022. Economists
predict a total increase of 75 basis points in our repo rate throughout 2022.
Average cash holdings

Net investment returns

%

R8 976 195

R419 320

4.7%

Detailed income statement commentary
Membership fees
Membership fees showed a decrease in comparison to 2020. This was on the back of nonrenewal or non-payment of certain memberships during 2021.
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Membership Fees
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Total

2020

The charts below show the percentage split of corporate and individual memberships, which
continues to remain consistent at around a 93%/7% split in favour of corporate memberships.
The introduction of the small corporate package a few years ago remains attractive to smaller
organisations with fewer employees in our industry.

Membership 2021

Membership 2020

7%

93%

5%
Individual

Individual

Corporate

Corporate
95%
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Function income and expenses
As mentioned above, IIG had more face-to-face events in 2021 compared to 2020, which
resulted in higher expenses.

Event Income and Expenses
3 500 000
3 000 000
2 500 000
2 000 000
1 500 000

1 000 000
500 000
2021

2020
Income

Expenses

Net

Operating expenses (excluding functions)
These are the general running expenses of the IIG and include both fixed and variable costs.
Comments on key drivers of material movements in operating expenses:
• Audit fee expense is made up of 2021 expense of R43 631, less 2020 overprovision of R5
465.
• Investment fees R115 678 (2020: R77 460) due to the additional R2 000 000 invested during
2021.
• Salaries increased to R672 587 (2020: R554 428) due to 2020 being 9 months cost of salary
for 2 employees compared to the full 12 months in 2021. Also, there was a 3% annual
increase in July 2021.
• Past Presidents Lunch (R35 897) and Sponsors Dinner (R61 001) took place in 2021, but the
cost was still lower than 2019 due to lower capacity.
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Balance sheet (Statement of Financial Position)
Intangible assets R102 441 (2020: R115 246)
The development of the CRM system was initiated to improve service offerings and better
service the institutes members and stakeholders. It is being amortised over 10 years, with
2021 being the second year since the amortisation started.
Trade and other receivables R572 576 (2020: R643 930)
Trade receivables
and sponsorship
debtors

R120 895 Income outstanding iro 2021 events

Prepayments

R249 811 Prepayments made in respect of IIG International

Sundry debtors
Value added tax

R61 702 IIG International 2020 accommodation refund
R140 168

Trade and other payables R664 631 (2020: R1 222 072)
2021
Accruals

2020

R140 102

R78 267

VAT provision for VDP

-

R284 272

2020 Sundry creditors

-

R36 033

R524 529

R823 500

2021 Income received in advance

Deferred income R6 581 770 (2020: R4 516 134)
These funds relate to amounts held in respect of the following education and transformation
programmes:
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Description
Insurance Leadership Development
Program

2021

2020

R5 770 144

R4 120 202

R306 595

R306 595

R60 348

R20 607

Class of Program

R196 387

R68 730

IST Graduate Program

R182 696

-

R65,600

-

Academic Program
Roots and Wings Mentorship

Upsqill

We introduced two new Education programmes in the 2021, Upsqill and IST Graduates. A
decision was made in 2020 to move all education programmes to the balance sheet so that
any surpluses from the programmes can be ringfenced for use in future years.
-End of 2021 Report-

